Claydon Access Statement
Car park


Two dedicated priority spaces in the gravel car park for visitors with disabilities with
level access to Visitor Reception.
Toilets



There are two adapted WCs, one located in the courtyard and the other by the car
park.
House








The house is accessed via four steps. There is ramped access to the west side of the
house. Please ask at Visitor Reception if you need to use the level access.
The ground floor of the house is accessible and a virtual tour of the upstairs of the
house is available.
Owing to the presentation of the collection, and a general desire to minimise signs and
barriers, the distinction between public seating in the House and collection furniture is
not always clear. If you require a seat whilst touring the House please ask a room
guide who will be happy to direct you to the nearest seat.
Please be aware the lighting is low for conservation reasons.
Interpretation available – large print available (please ask at Visitor Reception)
West Terrace




Access via three steps or accessible entrance to the right hand side of the second
hand bookshop
Benches available
Gardens (Owned and managed by the Claydon Estate)




Main garden entrance accessed via one step. There is an alternative accessible
entrance available, please ask at Visitor Reception.
Partly accessible grounds, main pathways are grass, sloping and in places uneven.
The terrain can become difficult to use a wheelchair on when wet.
Courtyard




Tearooms are fully accessible
All shops in the Courtyard are accessible
Parkland



No paths



Three lakes are in the parkland. There are no barriers.
Church (Parish)

 Accessed via the West Terrace. There is a grass path which turns into a gravelled
slope up towards the Church
Assistance dogs


We welcome assistance dogs in all areas of the property, as long as they are wearing
their tabards/harness and working. Please ask your dog to toilet before entering the
property.
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